"My practice is based in narrative
and responds to the visual while
making the work."

Julie Oakes

ON THE
EIGHTH DAY

Artist: Julie Oakes
A Comprehensive and Concise History

of my chromatic Veil

THANK YOU FOR VISITING

JULIE OAKES
CHRISTIAN BERNARD SINGER

ART HOUSE HAPPENINGS:
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Friday Art Practice
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While pondering Julie Oakes work, consider:

Where do you see a story?
Where do you see beauty?
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Peoples, as guests on this land we are grateful to be
creating and presenting art here.

Julie Oakes From top: Signed on the Front, Buzzing Head...

is

traditional unceded territory of the Okanagan Sylix
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IN THE SHOW

DELVING IN

On the Eighth Day" after Creation humans

Questions to
consider:

were given the land. What have we done?
Tongue in cheek, Julie Oakes and Christian
Bernard Singer invite us to

A DEEPER DIVE

ponder our

What is a co-creative

relationship to the land.

relationship?

Conceptually, what

complex imagery, anthropomorphic play and

could create the

colour to create significance and beauty.

movement in the pine
needles?
Artist: Christian Bernard Singer, "Down" Series #2

materials to explore consciousness and place
in his contemplatively ritualistic practice.

artists' work?

Who do they remind you of?

Explore
www.julieoakes.com

Julie Oakes is a master storyteller, bringing

Christian Bernard Singer uses natural

Do you connect these artworks to other

www.christianbernardsinger.com

Reflect
How has this exhibition changed you or your
point of view, what curiosities could you

What

could be the significance of natural

follow?

materials?

Questions to consider:

"I love playing with, and returning to nature"
What effect does the colour have on you?

-

Consider how you might portray the amazing

What effect does being in nature have on

qualities of the wind.

you? Could nature compel you to make art?

Christian Bernard Singer

What is the relationship of the mammals to
their

habitat? Do they notice?

Where do you think the materials come from?

When do you feel aware of being
What could the wooden stars mean? Do they

Artist: Christian Bernard Singer:

Spot

relate to each other?

interconnected with the living energy of the
natural world?

Artist: Julie Oakes: They didn't Know how Famous We Were.
Artist: Christian Bernard Singer: part of:

"It's about paying attention.
Taking a moment and making a
connection because we're part of
the natural world."
Christian Bernard Singer

Scattered to Contained: A Dance

